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“Education without co-curricular activities is like educating the mind 

without educating the soul.” 

We at HOCL School organize a wide range of co-curricular activities for 

our students to spark their innate skills of innovation, creativity and 
 

 

Pre-Primary kids of HOCL School 

celebrated Diwali on 30th 

October with lots of eagerness. 

The little ones performed 

beautiful songs and stories 

related to the festival. 

Celebration vibes reached in its 

peak when tiny tots were 

voluble of the festival. 
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DIWALI CELEBRATION 

Pre-Primary kids of HOCL 

School celebrated Diwali on 30
th

 

October with lots of eagerness. 

The little ones performed 

beautiful songs and stories 

related to the festival. 

Celebration vibes reached in its 

peak when tiny tots were voluble 

of the festival. kids of SR.KG to 

prepare a Diwali greeting card 

and the kids from JR.KG to 

decorate eco-friendly Diya as 

little ones from nursery prepared 

a floral rangoli. All kids prepared 

and presented the activity well 

with beautiful smile on their 

faces.  

 

 
 NAVRATRI /DUSSHERA 

CELEBRAION 
Festival season in India is not only 

just an occasion to seek spiritual 

blessing but it also replenishes the 

bond of relationship between family 

members, neighbors etc. Teaching 

kids about every festival is being 

very important as we live in a 

community which respect an 

ideology „Unity in diversity‟. 

Pre-Primary kids of HOCL School, 

Rasayani conducted a virtual 

celebration of Navratri and 

Dussshera. 

 

 

 

 
 

PINK DAY CELEBRATION 

Pink is the color most often 

associated with charm, politeness, 

sensitivity, tenderness, sweetness, 

childhood, femininity etc.  Teaching 

the significance of each color in the 

Pre-Primary level is essential as early 

identification of colors helps to 

create the cognitive link between 

visual clues and words. To reinforce 

the concept of color PINK, the Pre-

primary Section of HOCL School 

held a joyous virtual Pink Day 

celebration. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

CRAFT COMPETITION:  

The little ones from SR.KG 

participated in an amazing craft 

making competition. The 

Activity was done on a theme 

“Fly high‟‟. The little ones made 

3D hot air balloon that asserted 

folding, cutting, pasting which 

together facilitated to develop 

their motor skill. 

 

 
 

GANDHI JAYANTI 
 Every year, Gandhi Jayanti is 

celebrated on October 2
nd

  to 

mark the birth anniversary of 

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, 

popularly known as Mahatma 

Gandhi. As a mark of respect to 

the leader, the day is celebrated 

with prayer services and cultural 

events in schools, colleges, and 

even government institutions. 

HOCL School students 

conducted virtual Gandhi 

Jayanti celebration. 

 

 
 

DIYA DECORATION 
In order to bring out the creative 

talents of students and celebrate the 

Festival of Lights in its true spirit the 

Diya Decoration Competition  was 

held at HOCL School. The main 

objective of this competition was to 

explore the students‟ imagination and 

creativity. Most of the students 

participated enthusiastically in the 

competition. They displayed their 

creativity by beautifully decorating 

earthen Diyas with different colors. 

 

 

WALL DÉCOR MAKING 

There are tone of craft ideas 

available to decorate your place. A 

wall hanging is one such idea as it 

instantly livens up a room and ups 

the creativity of a space. It can 

make any bland wall look pretty 

and give out a charming vibe. You 

can hang it in your living room or 

the kitchen to create a cozy, 

homely ambience.  
 

 
 

DUSSHERA 
Festivals are the period of 

celebration and bring peace and joy 

for everyone. They are an 

expressive way to celebrate glorious 

heritage, culture and traditions. To 

enhance that among our little ones,. 

Keeping the festive spirit alive, the 

teachers also presented a virtual 

mini Ramayana for the kids, the skit 

conveyed the message of victory of 

Lord Rama over Ravana and 

reinforced the message that good 

always triumphs over evil.

 
 

EID-E-MILAD 

Festivals are perceived as 

important part of education as 

they can help to create a sense of 

national or cultural community 

among the students. Celebration 

of festivals bring students closer 

to traditional belief. Eid-e-Milad 

was celebrated by HOCL School 

on a virtual platform. The 

purpose was to enlighten the 

students about the spirit of 

festival, spreading the message 

of love and brotherhood in the 

young minds.  
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DIWALI CELEBRATION 

CLASS 1 -10 

Although we can‟t meet with 

our friends and relatives in 

person this year, virtual 

celebrations help bring people 

together. HOCL School 

children witnessed hearty 

bonding by celebrating Diwali 

through virtual platform. It 

began with the special 

assembly followed by a short 

explanation on Diwali festival 

which symbolizes the triumph 

of good over evil, light over 

darkness. The celebration 

culminated with a virtual get 

together where the entire 

school assembled to celebrate 

the events.  

 

 

  

DUSSERA CELEBRATION 

CLASS 11 

 

   
 

The festival commemorates 

victory of Lord Rama over 

Ravana; hence it symbolizes the 

triumph of good over evil. It sends 

a message that in a battle of right 

and wrong, righteousness always 

triumphs victorious. Class 11
th

 

students put up a good show with 

their presentation. 

 

ID-E-MILAD CELEBRATION 

CLASS 11 

 

Muslims remember and celebrate 

the birth anniversary of Prophet 

Muhammad on Eid-e-Milad-un 

Nabi or Mawlid. Lights, 

decorations, special food and 

greeting each other Milad Un Nabi 

Mubarak mark the big day for 

Muslims. Eid-e-Milad-un-Nabi or 

Mawlid is the birth anniversary of 

Prophet Muhammad. Students of 

class 11 Science celebrated this 

religious festival through online by 

presenting a PPT. 

 

 

 

GANDHI  JAYANTI 

CELEBRATION CLASS 11 

On October 2, people recall 

Gandhiji‟s important 

contributions to India‟s liberation 

struggle and independence 

movement. People commemorate 

his lessons through a variety of 

projects that aim to improve our 

surroundings, the city, and, 

eventually, the country. The day 

honors the “universal significance 

of the concept of nonviolence” 

with the goal to “secure a culture 

of peace, tolerance, 

understanding, and 

nonviolence.”Our class 11
th

 

Commerce and Arts students 

celebrated it with the PPT 

presentation. 

  
 

WORLD STUDENTS DAY 

CLASS 12 

It is celebrated every year on 

October 15 on former president 

APJ Abdul Kalam's birthday. The 

day is commemorated on his birth 

anniversary because Dr Kalam 

was a dedicated teacher and 

identified himself foremost in that 

role before anything else. Due to 

the former President's love for 

students, various educational 

institutions in India observe 

Kalam's birthday in their own 

way..Class 12th commerce and 

Science students participated 

enthusiastically. 
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CHARACTER 

PORTRAYAL 

COMPETITION  

"Deeds not stones are the true 

monuments of the Great" – 

HOCL School  tries to ensure 

that students imbibe the 

qualities of famous and 

eminent personalities of the 

world who have left an 

indelible mark on generations 

to come. A character 

portrayal competition was 

organized for students of 

Grade Pre-Primary, wherein 

they depicted eminent 

personalities who were their 

idols. Children portrayed 

various characters with 

dialogues, props and 

costumes. It made children 

aware about the contributions 

to our world by these 

esteemed personalities 

 

GURUNANAK JAYATI 

CELEBRATION 

The auspicious occasion of Guru 

Nanak Jayanti is one of the most 

important festivals in Sikhism. 

It marks the birth anniversary of 

the first of the ten Sikh gurus, 

Guru Nanak Dev Ji. Sikhs believe 

that Guru Nanak Dev Ji brought 

enlightenment to this world. 

Students of class 12 and 8 

celebrated online by presenting 

PPT. 

 

 

 
 

BE GREEN.  CLASS 11 

 

It is more important than ever to 

adopt a green lifestyle. These 

small changes can help reduce the 

pollution that threatens our health 

and our environment, while also 

protecting our natural resources. 

Knowing the importance of being 

green class 11 student‟s 

partcipated in the PPT presentation 

competition. 

 

  
 

 

    
 

 
 

TATTOO MAKING 

COMPETITION CLASS 12 

 

They help you to express how 

you are feeling and make 

important marks for things that 

mean a lot to you. People get 

tattoos for when they need to 

remember a lost one or remember 

a special phrase or time in their 

lives. Students of class 12 

participated in the competition  
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QUIZ- CLASS 11 & 12 

 

The Objective behind to organize 

Quiz competition is to evaluate the 

knowledge of the participants 

within academics as well as 

beyond academics and to make 

them familiar with the prospects of 

quizzes and the objectivity of the 

questions. 11 Science and Arts 

students participated 

enthusiastically. 

 

  
  

………………  x …… ………… 

DRAWING AND 

COLOURING 
“Every child is an artist” said 

Pablo Picasso. 

Keeping this in mind and to 

explore the creative potential in 

the young minds HOCL School 

conducted, an inter-house 

drawing and painting 

competition. The children 

showcased their creative skills in 

drawing and colouring and the 

result was amazing art work. This 

fun filled activity witnessed an 

enthusiastic participation by all 

students from class 1and class 2. 

Children participated with zeal 

and showed their talent. It helped 

them in exploring new ideas, 

creativity as well as a sense of 

colours. 
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BEST OUT OF WASTE 

The students of HOCL 

SCHOOL class 5 and 6 

participated in „Best out of 

Waste‟ competition. The 

objective of the competition 

was to create love for 

environment by making best 

out of waste with help of 

recyclable things. They used 

their imagination and 

creativity to make innovative 

things. Students used broken 

bangles, plastic bottles, waste 

nails, peanut shell, beads, 

glasses, old CD etc. Students 

made, wall hanging with 

bangles, doll with tea strainer, 

night lamp with bottle, and 

paper flowers were artistically 

made. The criteria for the 

competition were 

presentation, use of material, 

innovation and overall effect.. 

    


